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Abstract—A pattern synthesis approach is applied to a directional modulation (DM) system. 

A systematic synthesis procedure is suggested which ensures optimal constellation patterns 

production along pre-specified communication directions, while simultaneously conserving 

energy dispersal in other directions. In this paper the properties of DM systems synthesized 

from Gaussian magnitude far field radiation pattern templates are used to illustrate  

performance benefits with regards to DM bit error rate (BER) response compared to those 

achieved by a conventional steered array. 

Keywords- bit error rate; directional modulation; Fourier transform; pattern synthesis. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Directional modulation (DM) is a recently proposed transmitter side technology for securing 

wireless communication in the physical layer [1]-[9]. Enabled by this technology a transmitter 

operating in free space is capable of projecting decodable digitally encoded information signals 

into a pre-specified spatial direction while simultaneously distorting the constellation format of 

the same signals in all other directions such that they cannot be readily decoded. These distorted 

constellation formats along unselected communication directions decrease the probability of 

information interception by eavesdroppers. 

This work was sponsored by the Queen’s University of Belfast High Frequency Research Scholarship. 



DM synthesis methods are discussed in association with DM transmitter architectures, e.g. in 

[1]-[3] DM structures, which rely on near field diffraction grating interference effects, were 

described. The complex interactions in the near field and their spatially dependent transformation 

into the far field mean that no systematic synthesis method for these systems is presently available. 

In [4], a scheme was presented, again without an accompanying synthesis procedure, wherein 

quadrature modulated I and Q data streams were separately radiated by different antenna elements, 

in such a fashion to produce direction dependent far-field signal combinations. The resulting DM 

can operate only in a single prescribed direction, i.e., the prescribed communication direction is 

not steerable.  

An effective step forward for DM technology was made by introducing DM transmitter 

architectures consisting of actively driven array elements [5]-[9]. Here array far-field patterns, 

were controlled either by updating excitations at array inputs [5], [7]-[9] or through the use of 

radiation pattern reconfigurable radiators [6]. This helps to facilitate DM transmitter synthesis by 

repeated optimization. For instance, in [5] the authors linked the bit error rate (BER) performance 

of the system to the phases of the excitation signals at array element inputs, which then allowed 

an optimization algorithm to be utilized for DM synthesis through its repeated application. 

In the work we present here a DM pattern synthesis approach based on the DM architecture of 

the actively driven antenna arrays is proposed. Since BER performance is receiver functionality 

dependent we directly link DM transmitter array excitations to constellation patterns in IQ space. 

This mapping allows more controls on system characteristics such as power consumed. 

In Section II of this paper a DM pattern synthesis approach is proposed and illustrated through 

an example for 60º spatially directed low BER communication. The basic rules for pattern 



template choice are also investigated. In Section III BER simulations under various system 

settings are given. Conclusions are drawn in Section IV. 

II. PROPOSED DM SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE 

In this paper we adopt a Fourier transform method [10] to perform far-field pattern synthesis. 

As is well known this method maps descriptions of the desired far field patterns to array 

excitations. The objective is to ensure that far field patterns are synthesized which confine 

radiation to wanted directions while having the same spatial response along a pre-specified range 

of spatial directions where DM encoded data can be successfully recovered, while simultaneously 

rendering DM encoded data unrecoverable everywhere else.  Spatial radiation confinement is a 

critical aspect of DM transmitter design which has not been previously addressed in the open 

literature. All previous attempts at DM pattern design have focused entirely on obtaining the 

required symbol phase information in a prescribed direction, and in some, rarer, cases 

simultaneously matched amplitude responses along the same prescribed direction without regard 

to far field pattern responses everywhere else in the array field of view. This means that 

considerable energy is wasted by DM systems.  

For simplification we confine our proposed synthesis approach to uniformly half-wavelength 

spaced one dimensional (1-D) DM transmitter arrays operating in free space which are delivering 

QPSK modulation signals.  

The proposed DM pattern synthesis approach is now described, 

 Define desired far-field magnitude and phase pattern templates for each unique modulated 

symbol. These far-field pattern templates can be combined and regarded as constellation 

pattern targets in IQ space.  



The key properties of a DM system are that standard constellation formats are preserved along 

desired communication direction while, simultaneously, the formats are scrambled along all 

other directions. This means the ideal DM QPSK far-field pattern template should appear as in 

Fig. 1. Here as an example the selected communication direction θ0 is chosen as 60º, and the 

spatial information beam-width η over which data can be decoded is set to 20º, centered at θ0. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1. Illustrations of example ideal DM QPSK far-field (a) magnitude and (b) phase pattern templates.  



By performing Fourier transform of this ideal pattern template, we get 90º spaced aperture 

excitation distributions with identical amplitude for each QPSK symbol,  
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Ai(x) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the calculated aperture excitation at the location x for the ith unique 

QPSK symbol. C(x) is a fixed complex number.  

This results in preserved QPSK constellation patterns in IQ space along all spatial directions. 

Thus this template choice does not lead to a successful DM transmitter synthesis. 

Consider now the templates described using (1)-(3) for 60º spatial communication, Fig. 2.  
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θ is the spatial direction ranging from 0º to 180º with boresight at 90º. θ0 is the selected 

communication direction, 60º in this example. Magnitude spread σ2 is set to 0.03. i (i = 1, 2, 3, 

4) corresponds to the QPSK symbol in the ith quadrant and Gray coding is assumed throughout, 

hence QPSK symbols ‘11’, ‘01’, ‘00’ and ‘10’ should lie in the first to the fourth quadrants in 

IQ space respectively along the direction pre-assigned for transmission. For simplicity we 

assume that each antenna element has an isotropic far-field pattern. 



 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2. Example far-field electric field (a) magnitude and (b) phase templates for each QPSK symbol. 

 Calculate continuous aperture excitation distributions Ai(x) for each QPSK symbol by (4) [10].  
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Here      '

_ _ _tar i cos tar i tar i      AF AF E , x is the location of the points on apertures 

normalized by half wavelength. In Fig. 3 aperture excitation distributions calculated from the 

electric field target templates Etar_i(θ) in Fig. 2 are illustrated for a 1-D 10-wavelength aperture. 

 

(a) Aperture excitation magnitude distributions 



 

(b) Aperture excitation phase distributions 

Figure 3. Aperture excitation distributions obtained for the electric field templates in Fig. 2 for each QPSK 

symbol (‘ ’: for symbol ‘11’; ‘ ’: for symbol ‘01’; ‘ ’: for symbol ‘00’; ‘ ’: for symbol ‘10’). 

 Sample the continuous aperture excitation distribution Ai(x) obtained in the last step in order to 

get initial excitation inputs for the discrete antenna array for each QPSK symbol, denoted as 

Am_i for the mth array element and the ith QPSK symbol. According to the sampling theory, the 

sample spacing should be set to half wavelength, i.e., sampling x with unit interval. The phase 

center (x = 0) is always chosen to be the array geometric center. In Table I excitations, sampled 

from the aperture distributions in Fig. 3, for a 1-D eleven-element array with half wavelength 

spacing as required for each of the 4 QPSK symbols are listed. 

 



TABLE I.    INITIAL ARRAY EXCITATION INPUTS SAMPLED FROM APERTURE EXCITATION DISTRIBUTIONS IN FIG. 3 FOR 

EACH QPSK SYMBOL. 

×10–2 
Symbol ‘11’ 

i = 1 

Symbol ‘01’ 

i = 2 

Symbol ‘00’ 

i = 3 

Symbol ‘10’ 

i = 4 

A1_i –3.31+j0.21 –2.43–j5.78 0.46–j6.07 2.33–j0.30 

A2_i 1.84+ j4.91 –7.42+j4.76 –8.32–j2.72 1.02–j4.36 

A3_i 6.03–j4.96 6.70+j7.62 –5.81+j8.85 –6.83–j4.04 

A4_i –9.29–j6.85 6.25–j8.19 7.39+j8.84 –8.53+j9.01 

A5_i –7.92+j13.33 –9.54–j4.34 10.62–j5.03 9.91+j12.90 

A6_i 14.88+j9.25 –3.66+j10.64 –3.66–j10.64 14.88–j9.25 

A7_i 9.91–j12.90 10.62+j5.03 –9.54+j4.34 –7.92–j13.33 

A8_i –8.53–j9.01 7.39–j8.84 6.25+j8.19 –9.29+j6.85 

A9_i –6.83+j4.04 –5.81–j8.85 6.70–j7.62 6.03+j4.96 

A10_i 1.02+j4.36 –8.32+j2.72 –7.42–j4.76 1.84–j4.91 

A11_i 2.33+j0.30 0.46+j6.07 –2.43+j5.78 –3.31–j0.21 

 

 Use initial excitation inputs Am_i to calculate far-field patterns Ei(θ) via (5) for each of the 4 

QPSK symbols. 
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k  is the wavenumber vector along the spatial transmission direction, and mr  represents the 

location vectors of the mth (m = 1, 2, …, M) array element relative to the array phase center. 

 Since, in the previous step, infinite aperture distributions were sampled with finite discrete 

antenna elements, the recovered Ei(θ) cannot be identical with Etar_i(θ). In order to form an 

optimal QPSK constellation pattern along selected communication direction θ0, a complex 

weighting Wi of Ei(θ) as in (6) is required. For the ith QPSK symbol this is achieved by 

simultaneously scaling each array element excitation Am_i with the same weights Wi. 
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Using these weighted DM array excitations the far-field patterns and constellation patterns can 

be finally obtained, (5), Fig. 4.  



It is important to stress that this scaling step ensures that along the desired direction (60º in this 

example) a standard QPSK constellation pattern in IQ space is produced, i.e. the constellation 

is a central symmetric square (equal magnitudes and 90º differential phase shift) an aspect not 

discussed nor achieved in previous DM literature [1]-[3], [5]-[9]. 

 

(a) 



 

(b)  (‘ ’: for symbol ‘11’; ‘ ’: for symbol ‘01’; ‘ ’: for symbol ‘00’; ‘ ’: for symbol ‘10’) 

Figure 4. The far-field (a) magnitude and (b) phase patterns of the synthesized DM array for each QPSK 

symbol calculated from the calibrated array excitation settings in Table I. 

When the magnitude pattern templates are chosen to be identical for each QPSK symbol, and 

phase pattern templates are symmetrical with respect to 0º, as illustrated in Fig. 2, 4 QPSK 

symbols produced by the synthesized DM arrays can be sorted into two conjugated pairs, (7)-(9). 

This can also be observed in Fig. 4.  
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This section shows that to acquire DM properties energy needs to be spread across the 

information beam by choice of the magnitude pattern template.  

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In order to further refine the DM pattern synthesis method and evaluate the system 

performance, we simulate the BER performance under various system settings. To facilitate 

discussion, we choose Gaussian distribution (1), in which σ2 determines the energy distribution, as 

our magnitude pattern template. The raised cosine function smoothes the transitions in phase 

pattern templates (2). 

BER is calculated by transmitting a data stream of random QPSK symbols in an AWGN 

channel. Calculating BER via the data stream approach makes Gray-code inspection for each 

symbol pair possible, and facilitates calculations for different receiver types. In this paper two 

types of receivers are assumed. The first is a standard QPSK receiver that decodes received noisy 

symbols based on which quadrant the constellation points locate into. The second is a more 

advanced receiver that is able to detect the absolute magnitude and phase of each received symbol. 

The advanced receiver allows ‘minimum Euclidean distance decoding’. For the BER simulation 

results in this section a data stream with 106 random QPSK symbols is used. This allows BER 

down to 10−5 to be calculated. 

Fig. 5 shows BER spatial distributions for both a conventional array, defined in this paper as a 

1-D half-wavelength spaced antenna array with uniform excitation magnitude and progressive 

phase steered to the selected communication direction, and the DM array synthesized in Section II. 



In both cases the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is set to 12 dB along the prescribed 60º direction. It is 

noted that the BER along the secured communication direction, 60º, can be well predicted by 

 BER SNR=Q  [11], 3.43×10−5. In Fig. 5 it can be observed that the BER ripples observed for the 

conventional array along the unsecured directions are smoothed out in the DM system for both 

standard and advanced receiver types. This effect is more obvious when the SNR is high, e.g., 

cases with SNR of 23 dB are depicted in Fig. 6. The noiseless constellation diagrams for both the 

conventional and the DM array along 76º, the maximum sidelobe direction of the conventional 

array, are also illustrated in Fig. 6. It can be clearly observed that unlike the well preserved QPSK 

constellation pattern for the conventional array the four QPSK symbols in the DM system are 

clustered together resulting in high BER value for both standard and advanced receivers, even 

though the total DM symbol power is 2 dB higher than the total conventional symbol power along 

this potential eavesdropper direction. Also along the 76º spatial direction the DM system distorts 

both the constellation shape and the symbol order, which results in some minimum Euclidean 

distance symbol pairs to be non-Gray code compliant. 



 

Figure 5. BER spatial distributions for both the conventional array and the synthesized DM array in Section 

II with the SNR setting to 12 dB. 

 



 

Figure 6. BER spatial distributions for both the conventional array and the synthesized DM array in Section 

II with the SNR setting to 23 dB (Constellation symbols along 76º: ‘ ’: symbol ‘11’; ‘ ’: symbol ‘01’; ‘ ’: symbol 

‘00’; ‘ ’: symbol ‘10’). 

In Fig. 7 the BER beamwidth, defined in this paper as BER beam segment lower than 10–3, and 

BER associated with the maximum sidelobe level are illustrated versus SNR for the same 

conventional and DM arrays discussed above. It can be seen that the DM systems operating into 

receivers, both standard and advanced, are very effective at returning very poor BER across a 

wide SNR range, i.e., high BER along unsecured directions. For the DM system equipped with 

advanced receivers the BER beam is slightly widened.  



 

Figure 7. BER beamwidth (BER beam segment lower than 10–3) and BER assiciated with maximum 

sidelobe level as functions of SNR for both the conventional array and the DM array.  

By increasing σ2 in (1), the energy of the calculated aperture excitation Ai(x) is more 

concentrated around x = 0. Thus sampled excitations within a fixed length, i.e., five wavelengths 

for eleven array elements in this example, can better recover the pattern template and hence 

enhance BER beamwidth and associated BER sidelobe levels. The phase pattern templates (2) and 

(3) are kept unchanged to ensure BER performance associated with pattern templates is not 

deteriorated as σ2 is increased.  

Fig. 8 depicts the BER beamwidth of the DM systems synthesized from pattern templates (1)-

(3) for different values of σ2 which control template pattern magnitude spread. The SNR along 60º 

spatial direction is set to 23 dB. The extra power in Fig. 8 is defined as the difference between 

total power radiated by a DM array and that radiated by a conventional array when the BER 

detected by legitimate receivers along selected communication directions is identical. Since the 



extra power is a monotonically increasing function of σ2, we can say that for a standard receiver 

type that the narrower BER beamwidth within which the signal can be decoded with low BER is 

in DM systems realized at the price of lower system power efficiency. For the advanced receiver 

case, more radiated power does not help narrow the BER beamwidth. However, BER sidelobes 

are greatly suppressed when compared with those obtained in the conventional array case. DM 

maximum BER sidelobe levels are not shown in Fig. 8 since they are higher than 0.3 in all cases. 

It is noted that the BER beamwidth of the conventional array for 60º prescribed communication 

direction for an SNR of 23 dB is 20º, see Fig. 7. 

 

Figure 8. BER beamwidth and extra power for DM systems synthesiszed from pattern templates (1)-(3) for 

different σ2. SNR is assumed to be 23 dB. 

Similar to traditional beam-steering arrays the information beam segment for 10‒3 BER widens 

when the selected communication direction θ0 is further away from boresight (90º), Fig. 9. For 

fair comparison, the extra power of the DM array for different prescribed communication 



directions θ0 is set to be identical, 1.1 dB in this example. It is interesting that at low azimuth 

angle the BER beam as detected by the advanced receiver in the DM systems can also be 

narrower than that of the conventional systems. The notable BER sidelobes in the DM system at 

low azimuth angle can be suppressed by increasing the extra power, i.e., higher σ2 available to the 

array. 

 

Figure 9. BER beamwidth and maximum sidelobe levels for both the conventional systems and the DM 

systems synthesized from pattern targets (1)-(3) for different θ0. The extra power of DM systems is set to 1.1 dB. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A technique for DM transmitter pattern synthesis was proposed and pattern template choice 

was discussed. It was shown that enhanced secrecy performance with regards to BER beamwidth 

and sidelobe levels could be achieved. It was shown that using radiation pattern confinement main 

power beams for each transmitted symbol could be projected un-scrambled along the desired 

secure communication direction, while constellation patterns were scrambled in all other 



directions. This led to increased power efficiency for DM transmitter arrays synthesized. The 

approach also allowed us to show that the extra power consumed by a DM transmitter facilitates 

better BER performance, especially when communication at low azimuth angle is required.  
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